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　　　　　In　this　lecture　series，　an　overview　of　Canadian　history　was　given　in
two　lectures．　The　main　purpose　of　these　two　lectures　consisted　of　two
separate　elements・　One　was　to　expose　Meiji　students　planning　to　go　to
C・n・d・in　the　summer　t・sp・k・n　Englirh・・nd　the・ther　w・・t・give　a　very
general　picture　of　Canadian　history　to　those　Meiji　students　interested　in
Canadian　studies　in　general．
　　　　In　the　first　lecture，　Canadian　history　was　traced　back　to　pre－historic
periods・　Some　recent　findings　about　the　earliest　migration　of　the　native
peoples　were　discussed　first，　and　then　compared　with　the　early　inhabitants
of　the　Japanese　islands　which　were　apparently　inhabited　by　these　same
people，　particularly　in　the　northern　islands．　　Some　similar　cultural
aspects　were　discussed　in　relation　to　the　northern　natives　of　Japan，　the
Ainu　people．　Then，　the　controversial　hypothesis　of　the　ancienL　Phoenicians冒
visit　to　the　St．　Lawrence　region　was　mentioned　as　one　of　the　more　unorthodox
theories　in　Canadian　historiography．　　Final工y，　the　Viking　legend　and　the
attempted　building　of　temporary　settlements　in　some　parts　of　Newfoundland
and　northeastern　coast　regions　of　North　America，　was　introduced．
　　　　The　age　of　great　navigation　and　the　coming　of　Europeans　to　Canada　was
discussed　in　the　general　framework　of　that　particular　era　in　w6rld　history
and　specifically　as　it　applied　to　the　history　of　Canada．　The　main　themes　of
this　portion　of　the　discussion　were：　exploration　to　find　the　northwest
passage，　competition　of　the　Anglo－French　empires　on　the　entire　surface　of
the　earth　and　its　implication　in　North　America，　the　impact　of　European
international　politics　on　events　in　the　North　American　continent，　and　the
division　of　the　sphere　of　influence　in　north　America　by　European　Powers．
　　　　The　first　lecture　dealt　with　the　competition　Of　British　and　French
colonies　in　Canada，　and　the　success　of　the　British　colony　which　marked　the
end　of　French　rule　of　the　colony　in　the　l7601s．　　The　American　Independence
Revolution　and　its　impact　and　implications　on　the　course　of　Canadian
history　was　then　discussed，　and　served　as　a　conclusion　to　the　first　lecture
and　an　introduction　to　the　second　lecture．
　　　　This　final　lecture　started　with　a　discussion　on　the　pre－history　of　the
Canadian　cohstitution　or　BNA　Act　of　1867．　Direct　and　indirect　influence　of
US　Independence　on　British　policies　for　Canada　and　the　reaction　of　the
Canadian　people　to　American　Independence　became　the　focal　point．　　Such
issues　as　the　movements　of　the　loyalists　to　Canada，　the　War　of　l812，　and
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the　Uprisings　of　l837　were　introduced　as　the　factors　that　facilitated　the
formation　of　Canada　as　an　autonomous　entity　in　the　British　empire，　and　the
enactment　of　BNA　Act．　Thus，　the　independence　or　semi－independence　of　Canada
within　the　British　empire　was　presented　as　a　defensive　movement　of　Britain，
rather　than　an　indigenous　movement　of　the　Canadian　people　coming　out　of
their　intrinsic　politica1，　historical　or　social　factors・
　　　　The　main　theme　of　this　second　lecture　beyond　the　BNA　Act　is　the　approach－
ment　of　Canada　and　the　US　and　the　gradual　incorporation　of　Canada　into　the
A皿erican　cultural　and　economic　system．　This　particular　phenomenon　in　the
cultural　alld　economic　areas　are　rather　self－evident．　However，　the　issue
seems　to　be　皿uch　deeper　than　its　overt　apPearance・　　For　instance，　NORAD　placed
the　Canadian　military　completely　within　the　power　of　the　US　military，　so
much　so　that　the　Canadian　chief　of　Staff　listened　to　a　NORAD　co㎜and，
ignoring　his　co皿mander－in－chief，　Prime　Minister　Diefenbaker．　　In　any
orthodox　political　theory，　US　and　Canadian　governments　are　so　different　from
each　Other　that　it　is　hard　to　imagine　the　two　systems　coming　together　or
emulating　one　another．
　　　　Nevertheless，　as　incredible　as　it　may　seem，　Canadian　parliamentary
democracy　has　been　accepting　so　many　US　presidential　government　pra『tices
that　it　might　be　undermining　the　well　being　of　the　traditions　and　practices
Of　parliamentary　government・
　　　　　In　conclusiol1，　my　discussion　was　focused　on　Canada　today．　The　vast
m・j・rity・f　C・n・d；・・p・・ple　assum・th・t　th・f・ture・f　C…d・1ies　within　the
US　sphere　of　influence，　qnd　such　political　rhetoric　as　Pacific　Rim　concept
and　，tLook　East璽冒will　remain　as　an　intellectual　exercise　with　litt．le
substance．　Although　many　Canadian　intellectuals　are　disdainful　of　such　a
concept　of　Canada，　it　is　probably　a　rather　healthy　philosophy　for　the
survival　of　Canada；　and　for　the　next　decade　or　two，　it　is　very　likely　that
Canada，s　fundamental　socio－political　and　economic　orientation　will　remain
the　same．
　　　　　The　Japanese　people　should　be　well　aware．of　such　basic　factors　in
C。n。di。n。・ci・ty・nd・h・uld　n・t・ntertain・ny　il1・・i・ns　su・h　as”L・・k　East”
and　Pacific　Rim　concept，　at　least　as　a　political　and　bilateral　relations
Philo＄ophy　between　Japan　and　Canada　of　the　next　decade・
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